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Abstract

The development of a high-temperature deformation model for Zry-4 cans
is primarily based on numerous well-parametrized tensile tests to get the ma-
terial behaviour including statistical variance. It is shown that plastic de-
formation may be described by a power creep law, the coefficients of whir.h
show strong dependence on temperature in the relevant temperature region. These
coefficients have been determined. A model based on these coefficients has been
established which, apart from best estimate deformation, gives upper and lower
bounds of possible deformation. The model derived from isothermal uniaxial tests
is being verified against isothermal and transient tube burst tests. The influen-
ce of preoxidation and increased oxygen concentration during deformation is mo-
deled on the basis of the pseudobinary Zircaloy-oxygen phase diagram.

1. Introduction

The aim of the development of a material model" is to describe the Zry-4

fuel can behaviour during accidents within a relatively simple mechanical

model of the program system SSYST / 1_7. At present, the accident under

consideration is the LOCA during which fuel cans may be deformed by inner

pressure at elevated temperature (up to 1200 C). Compared with the normal

temperature of operation, the cladding material is undergoing substantial

changes of structure (changes of crystallographic phases, oxidation) under

those conditions.
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2. Procedure of model development

The model development has to take into account the two main aspects: Continuous

deformation and failure. In the following, only the aspect of continuous de-

formation is considered where a correct time history of creep deformation is

highly desired.

The model development described here postulates that the material properties

may be extracted from the relatively simple, well parametrizable tensile tests

(stress-strain and creep tests). As these tests, compared with tube burst tests,

are much less complicated, the whole range of temperature and strain rate may

be covered in a relatively short time and also simultaneously, the variance of

measured values may be determined from repeated tests under identical conditions.

First, the model is established by uniaxial tests and has to be verified and,

if necessary, iteratively modified afterwards by temperature transient tests

and by tests in tube geometry. Comparing isothermal tests with temperature

transient tests and uniaxial tests with multiaxial tests, problems have to

be clarified such as, e.g., the influence of anisotropy and multiaxial state

Of stress on deformation, the existence of a constitutive equation related to

transient test procedure.

3. Data analysis of tensile tests

In the following, the first step of model development will be described. It

consists of the analysis of isothermal tensile tests and subsequent setting-

up of the model.

To facilitate an extensive analysis of data and subsequent verification of the

model, a computer stored data bank has been established, containing the original

measured data of continuously recorded strain histories of tensile and tube burst

tests. Computer codes for data analysis, model verification and plotting of data

thus have a direct access to the deformation data.

The following model is based on about 300 isothermal stress-strain and creep

tests of sheet specimen, which have been performed by M. Boicek et al. at

KfK / 2_7. The temperature region under consideration has been 600 <_T/C/<j 100.

The strain rate has been varied in the range of 10~*(10~5) <_ e/T/s/i3'10 *. The

test atmosphere has been vacuum (p<10 Torr) and air as well. (The tests in air

have been held on test temperature for 10 minutes before the start of the experi-

ment for reasons of test procedure. This lead to some amount of preoxidation ac-
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cording to the test temperature).

The analysis of measured data had the result that the secondary creep deforma-

tion may be described by a power law (Norton law)

e - A(T)an(T) (1)

(a « true stress, g « true strain rate). The coefficients A, n (stress expo-

nent) are, for the temperature range considered here, strongly dependent on

temperature. In the considered range of strain rate 10 <_ £ <_3M0 , there

is only a weak dependence of the coefficients on strain rate. Therefore, in

the following model, no dependence on £ has been established. Fig. 1 shows

the analysed dependence of the stress exponent n on temperature fromstress-strain

tests in vacuum. In some points, the statistical variance is indicated. There

is a decrease in the stress exponent from n«lO to n-4 already in the a region;

it continues to decrease in the ct/g transition region until the 3 boundary is

reached and is there nearly constant at a value of n a 3.

The modeling of the temperature dependence of A(T) via an Arrhenius function

A(T) A eo
-Q/RT

with Ao f(T) (2)

is not passible for this integral model, because in the considered temperature

region the dependence on temperature is strongly affected by changes of the

structure of material. (In calculating an apparent activation energy using

the formula above, the constants A are nevertheless strongly dependent on

temperature.)

Besides the phase transformation, there are two more effects which are changing

the structure of material as well: Oxidation and recrystallization. With respect

to deformation, oxidation results in a hardening of the material which in our

model affects the quantity A(T) as well as the stress exponent n(T). For

temperatures T <_ 750 C recrystallization gives a time-controlled recovery of

material•

4. Deformation Model NORA

The deformation model NORA (Norton Approach), which is based exclusively on

uniaxial isothermal tensile tests, has a stress-strain rate relation (Eq. 1)

for secondary creep, i.e. strain hardening and recovery are not modeled at

this moment. However, the model reflects the influence of transformation of

phase and of oxidation.



The temperature-dependent functions n(T)" and A(T) are determined via tabulated

values for n(TR) and stress reference values
 0

R ^ R t
T
K ) for a reference strain

rate e_ at discrete temperature points T v. (n(T) and o_(e_,T) determine the

t K ; K. K K

Norton-line in a lna/ln£-diagram.) Together with equations to interpolate

between two temperature points, the complete model is

Pi

n(T)

A(T) a

n(TR)

n(T)
for IO~4(IO~5) < £ . < 3-10~J

— pi —

T-T.K Cn(TK+)) n(TK)"j

-J
for T_ <_ T <_'

K+l

A(T)

(TR(eRf

exp
T-T

(3)

for T R < T < T K +,

Tab. 'f gives values of stress exponent n(T ) and reference stress oR(eR»0.1,TK)

for nonoxidized material (from tests in vacuum with oxygen values as received).

The strain rate deduced from these values has the expected value /~NORA(E)_7.

The statistical data scattering from vacuum tests is shown in Tab. 2. The

application of these values is leading to minimal / N0RA(MIN^7 and maximal

I NORA(MAX)_7 strain rates. With these values, the model gives upper and lower

limits for expected strain. Assuming a probability density function within the

scatterband of strain rate, this model can be used for the statistical analy-

sis of cladding deformation in a LWR core.

The tensile tests analysed till now indicate a scattering in creep rate of

about 50 - 100 Z. A sensitivity study referring the variables stress and tem-

perature of the model had the result that the sensitivity against variations

of temperature compared to variations of stress is stronger one order of magni-

tude, i.e. changing the temperature (in K) by I Z has the same effect on strain

xate as changing the stress by 10 Z. From this point of view, the required
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quality of temperature measurement may be deduced, aiming at a model for a re-

quired scatter band.

Figs. 2-4 demonstrate how far the model NORA is able to simulate the strain

over time. For these calculations, the total strain rate e

is the sum of elastic and plastic strain rate. As the model assumes uniform

•train, it looses its physical relevance with increasing strain because of

necking of the specimen which leads to localized strain rate and strain. In

a temperature region where high failure strains occur (Fig. 2) the model is

able to simulate high strains in a sufficient manner (ca. 90 Z of final de-

formation), aa in this region the test specimens show nearly no visible necking.

In regions of temperature of lower failure strain, the model gives good results

for about 60 Z of the final strains (Fig. 3 and 4).

5. Application of NORA to tube burst tests

In applying the uniaxial model NORA to tube geometry, the well-known defini-

tions for effective stress a

.?• 7 deviatoric stress (4)

and effective strain e are used. So the strain rate components e. . follow

the relationship

- 3/2 -£
"ij

(5)

This equation is based on the usual assumptions for plastic deformation and

isotropic material. NORA is giving the effective strain rate as a function of

effective stress. For the stress components in the tube, the approximative

equations

Vri
(6)

for the tangential stress a ,
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(7)

for the axial stress a and

(8)

for the radial stress a are used for the mid plane of the tube (p.,p

outer pressure; r.,r « inner, outer radius of tube).

inner,

The first application of the uniaxial-based model NORA to tests in tube geo-

metry has been made for temperature and pressure transients of indirectly heated

fuel rod simulator tests / 4_7 in steam atmosphere, where a heated shroud did

prevent circumferential temperature variations. Fig. 5 shows the tempera-

ture and pressure transients and the resulting strains as well. According to

the data scattering of isothermal tensile tests, the strain for the 3 sets of

vacuum coefficients (expected value (NORA-Vac(E)), minimal strain rate (NORA-

Vac(Min)), maximal strain rate (NORA-Vac(Max)) has been calculated as well as

for coefficients extracted from tensile tests in air atmosphere for maximal

strain rate (NORA-air(Max)). The coefficients for minimal strain rate of non-

oxidized material (NORA-Vac (min)) are giving time dependent strain values which

are very close to the measured values. The latter are in between the strain

values of NORA-Vac(MIN) and NORA-air(MAX).

Considering these results of the model, one has to keep in mind that a varia-

tion AT in temperature of about 10 K is shifting the strain values by the same

amount as the difference between values of NORA-air(Max) and NORA-Vac(Min) .

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of measured and calculated temperatures (T and TR)

for a correspondent strain for the described burst test and two imre experiments

of the same type. The relative deviation in temperature has bee' plotted against

continuously measured and calculated strain. The deviations are ess than 1.5 X.

6. Model for Oxygen

NORA-model contains sets of coefficients deduced from vacuum tests with oxygen

content as received and from tests in air with conditions mentioned in section 3.

Comparing the stress reference values and stress exponents of vacuum tests and
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air tests, it is obvious that both stress values and stress exponents increase

due to the influence of oxygen (hardening) in such a manner that the mechanical

properties of a material with higher oxygen content correspond to the proper-

ties of a material with lower oxygen content at a lower temperature.

The following model is based on a definition of a homologous temperature, for

which materials with different oxygen concentration may be compared in their

deformation properties. It is postulated that materials with the same homologous

temperature have the same deformation properties.

Based on the pseudobinary phase diagram for homogeniously distributed oxygen

(Fig. 7), containing the boundary lines T (cox) and X (cQX) of the a, a+6, B

regions which are functions of the weigth concentration c , the homologous

temperature T,,

T/T
a

V*.
T/Tfl

for I <.

for T < T < T-a (3

for T- > T o

(9)

is defined for the three regions of interest.

To show that this definition is reasonable, values of equal ultimate tensile

strength (UTS) from stress-strain tests with specimens of homogeneously distri-

buted oxygen / 3_/ has been plotted in the phase diagram (Fig. 7). These points

correspond very well to the plotted lines calculated for the homologous tempera-

ture, starting from measured values for oxygen content as received.

Comparing the UTS values of tensile tests with homogeneously distributed oxygen

with those values for specimens with oxide and a-layers of the same integral

oxygen concentration (also from / 3_/), the result is that the UTS values are

nearly the same for smaller oxygen concentrations (i.e. c <_0.8 wtZ and T <

900 C ) .

It should therefore be possible to deduce the deformation properties of a material

with a certain oxygen concentration from the known properties of a material with

different oxygen content, i.e. with oxygen content as received, using the homo-

logous temperature.

This has been checked for stress-strain tests in air. The basic
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values have been those of tensile tests in vacuum (NORA-Vac). The oxygen concen-

tration has been calculated using a parabolic rate equation with coefficients

from / 5_7 (for oxidation in steam without deformation). Applying the homolo-

gous temperature, an effective temperature T

vf V for T < T
a — a

r V_T
 V)+T v for T < T < Top a oc a p

for T > TQ

(10)

has been calculated for which the material as received has the same deformation

properties. (T v, T.v « phase boundary temperature of material as received).

Fig. 8 contains the creep stress of NORA-air with upper and lower limits for

0 10 , 10 / l/s_7 together with the calcu-parametric strain rates of e « 10 ,10

lated oxygen concentration just before deformation. The creep stress values

determined via the oxygen model based on NORA-Vac(E) values are in between

the scatter band of measured values or in the near neighbourhood.lt will be

checked whether a more precise modelling of oxygen take up (oxidation in air

with values for deforming materials) as well as an improved model for vacuum

based on more tests will give still better results. For low oxygen concentra-

tions, this model represents a good approximation.

Applying this model to burst tests noted above, the result is that the rate of

oxygen of those tests is so low, that the calculated effective temperature due

to oxygen concentration lies in between the scatter band of temperature measure-

ment. " .

The calculation of isothermal isobar burst tests in argon and steam / 6_7 demon-

strates the hardening of the Zry-4 tube due to oxygen take-up during the defor-

mation period. Fig. 9 gives the results for time-dependent strain of two burst

tests in argon and steam of NORA compared with experimental data.

Conclusions

The present status of the modeling activity may be characterized by the follow-

ing points:

1. The rate equation of power law type is suitable to describe time-
dependent strain up to high deformations (up to 60-90 X of fai-
lure strain)
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2. Important changes of the structure due to phase transformation
(a, a+0, f5) are modeled implicitly using temperature-dependent
. coefficients of the power law.

3. The influence of oxygen upon deformation is predicted for LOCA-
relevant temperatures and oxygen contents by the NORA model re-
lating to deformation data of material as received

4. The application of the NORA model based on isothermal uniaxial
tests to tests in tube geometry and temperature transient tests
has given satisfactory results for the tests calculated till now

5. The assumption of a probability density function within the
•catterband of the strain rate leads to a deformation model
for the statistical analysis of fuel rod behaviour.

*;

Apart from filling up the data basis with more tensile test data and further cal-

culations of tube burst experiments of well known deformation data, the next

step in the development will be Co set up a model for failure and to relate it

to the deformation model.
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1

2
3
4

5

6

7

8

9

• 0.1 /~l/s_7

temperature
T K L K_7

873

923

973

1023

1073

1123

1173

1223

1273

vacuum

/~MPa_7

257.3
178.2
120.82
87.28
66.29
53.01
38.24
26.19

/ 12.72

n(T )
K

11.05
6.639
5.837
5.908
5.076
3.896
3.932

. 2.716
3.141

Table 1: Zry-4 deformation model with Norton
approach (NORA) based on tensile tests
in vacuum
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1: Temperature-dependent stress
exponent from stress-strain
tests in vacuum (continuous
strain rate)

Tensile tests vacuum

• R "

K

1

2
3

4

5
6

7
8

9

O.I fl/sj

temperature

873

923

973

1023

1073

1123

1173

1223

1273

minimal

. /~MPa_7

280.0

192.0

125.5

96.6

68.5

55.75

40.9

28.04

12.8

values

strain

n(TK)

9.966

6.288

6.500

5.659

5.356

4.000

4.904

2.791

3.285

for

rate

/~MPa_

200.0

164.5

107.0

79.0

57.7

46.9

33.3

22.04

11.47

maximal

; 7

n(TR)

15.21

6.181

5.800

5.880

4.900

3.500

3.760

2.773

3.176

T«bl> 2; Zry-4 deformation model with Norton approach (NORA); variance
of the model for vacuum.
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